In this paper a short overview on observability analysis techniques for inertial navigation systems (INS) is given. There are two approaches in the INS observability analysis: algebraic and numerical analysis approaches. Algebraic analysis provides general observability properties for a class of vehicle motions. This approach is suitable for relatively simple motions. On the contrary, numerical analysis can be applied to any motions. However, in order to draw general observability properties from this approach, a considerable number of tests may be necessary. Analysis techniques are briefly introduced and their relations are given. An illustrative numerical example is presented on the analysis techniques.
Introduction
In order to understand error estimator behaviour in the inertial navigation systems (INS) systematically, observability of aided INS has been studied. Since observability restricts the estimator performance, it can be used to find limitations of optimal estimators. Observability analysis on INS drew close attention to understand in a more systematic way the enhancement of heading error estimation during in-flight alignment (IFA). The effect of manoeuvring on the observability during in-flight alignment was first investigated empirically in (1) - (4) with covariance analysis. Then a control theoretic approach to the observability study on IFA was introduced in (5)(6) using piece-wise constant system modelling. In this study the relation between acceleration changes and observability of heading error was considered.
With wide application of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the early 2000s, the need to investigate about the estimation of the uncertainty on the lever arm between the inertial measurement unit (IMU) and GNSS receiver antenna was raised in accurate positioning applications. By rigorous observability analysis with a simplified INS error propagation model, many observability properties known from experiments were able to be explained more explicitly (7) : A component of gyro bias in the direction of specific force can be regarded as almost unobservable if a vehicle moves with constant acceleration. Rotational motions improve the estimation of the lever arm. The components of the lever arm estimation error that are orthogonal to the axis of rotation are made observable. It was also shown that acceleration changes improve the estimation of attitude. The components of errors in attitude and gyro bias that are orthogonal to the direction of the acceleration change are made observable.
There are two approaches in INS observability analysis, numerical and algebraic analysis approaches. Numerical analysis has usually been associated with error covariance matrix obtained from experimental tests or numerical simulations. In this approach the changes in error covariance is considered to be connected with observability (8) . Since the successful implementation of Kalman filter in INS in the mid-60s, a lot of experiences have been accumulated on the INS error estimator behaviour with covariance analysis.
To investigate INS estimation error behaviour systematically, algebraic analysis techniques have intensively been studied from the late 80s from the control theoretic view point. The usual technique used to find observability of the error state is elementary row and column operations on the observability matrix or linear transformations on the state-space vector so that the rank of observability matrix becomes obvious (6)(7) (9) (10) (11) (12) . In the algebraic approach a mathematical model for the motion of the vehicle on which an IMU is mounted is involved in the description of INS mechanization error propagation equations. The algebraic analysis provides general results that can be applied to a group of motions used in the mathematical model. This approach is suitable for simple vehicle motions since the algebraic manipulations on the observability matrix for complicated motions can be very troublesome. There are two techniques in this approach for time-varying system models. Observability analysis with a piece-wise constant system model as an approximation for a time-varying system is proposed by Meskin and bar-Itzhack (5) (6) . In this technique, a time-varying system model is partitioned with a sequence of distinctive time-invariant models. Rank tests are performed on the observability matrix that is augmented by adding those of individual time-constant system models.
The other technique in the algebraic approach for time-varying system models uses a simplified observability matrix (7) . By excluding error states of position, velocity, and accelerometer bias from the observability test, the dimension of the simplified observability matrix is nine less than that of the full observability matrix. With the simplified observability matrix, observability tests on relatively complicate system models including time-varying acceleration and angular motions can be performed.
The algebraic analysis based on the rank of the observability matrix provides binary answers to the question of whether a system is observable or not. It gives no information on how much observable a system is. To find a degree of observability, error covariance of a Kalman filter has usually been examined in INS (8) . However, some aspects of the connections between observability and estimability can be misinterpreted. It is found that the investigation on observability using error covariance can be misleading (13) - (15) . The change in error covariance can be greatly influenced by the choice of the initial error covariance. Even though the dimension of unestimable subspace is the same as that of unobservable subspace, the directions of unestimable subspace and unobservable subspace can be quite different from each other.
Many notations about INS in this paper follow those in (16) . For a vector P , a P is the vector decomposed in a coordinate frame a. and transpose of a matrix M, respectively. i, e, n, and b used for coordinate frames denote the earth-centered inertial (ECI) frame, earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, body-fixed navigation frame (north, east, down), and body frame (forward, right, down), respectively. P denotes the absolute value of a vector P. P V × denotes the cross product of vectors P and V. 
Navigation error model
Since INS observability analysis is carried out on the INS error dynamics models, an INS mechanization error propagation model is presented before observability analysis techniques are introduced. To enhance the estimation of navigation states such as the position, velocity, and attitude of the vehicle, Extended Kalman filter has usually been applied to a linearized navigation error propagation model. Error models in INS depend on the choice of navigation reference frame. Even though rotating reference frame such as a geographic coordinate system is practically useful, error model in this reference frame can be relatively complicated. With Earth fixed reference frame such as the earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, simple error dynamics model can be obtained and observability analysis on it can be uncomplicated.
In this section the errors in the estimates of position, velocity, attitude, biases in the inertial sensors, and lever arm from their true values in the ECEF reference frame are considered in the error propagation equations. Velocity and attitude error propagation equations will be made simple by neglecting small error terms associated with position and velocity errors. These error terms are relatively small in the integration of low-grade inertial sensors with accurate GNSS measurements. The simplified velocity and attitude error propagation equations make the observability analysis in Section 3 uncomplicated.
The navigation equations in the ECEF frame are (16) (17) e e P V = f is the accelerometer measurement, ∇ is the accelerometer bias, a w is the accelerometer noise, ˆb ib ω is the gyro measurement, ε is the gyro bias, and g w is the gyro noise. As in (6) (7) , the observability test time is considered to be relatively short compared with the time constant of the bias drift and biases in the inertial sensors are assumed to be constant. Following the standard procedures in (16) (18) with the error models of (4)- (8) , the linearized error propagation equations can be written as .
Let the difference between the true reference frame based on the true position and the computer frame be δθ . Since
for small φ and δθ .
For the convenience of observability analysis, simple error propagation equations will be introduced as in (7) . Since biases are the major error sources in inertial sensors, other errors such as scale factor error and misalignment errors are neglected in this paper. If an accurate position or velocity measurement system such as GPS and very low-grade IMU are used, the terms associated with position and velocity errors in (10) are relatively small compared with other terms. Thus these terms can be neglected. Since the magnitude of very low grade gyro bias is much larger than that of earth rotation speed, the earth angular motion of can be considered less important in (11) . Instead of (10) and (11), the following equations are used in the following sections to simplify the observability analysis:
The effect of system model errors in the simplified error propagation equation is discussed with observability measures later. Note that if the test time and test area of the vehicle are very large, the simplified equations (14) and (15) may not be suitable. A single antenna GNSS measurement system is given in Fig. 1 where l is the lever arm between the GNSS antenna and IMU. Lever arm uncertainty is modelled such that
where l δ is the lever arm error. Then, the GNSS measurement estimation error can be written as
where b L is the cross product matrix of the lever arm b l and a v is the error in the GNSS measurement.
Observability analysis techniques
Before the main part of this section is given, the definitions of observability of linear systems used in this paper are introduced. Consider the linear system:
where ( ) 
If u x is in the unobservable subspace, then ( 
A. Algebraic observability analysis
In this approach the observability analysis on the INS errors is carried out with the rank test on the observability matrix. The technique usually employed in the rank test is to apply elementary column and row operations to the observability matrix such that the linearly independent columns are evident. Since the column or row operation on the complicated observability matrix can be very difficult, algebraic approach may not be suitable for general time-varying system models. An example of this approach for time invariant case is given below.
Suppose 
Then, the equations of errors in the simplified INS mechanization equations (9), (12), (13), (14), (15) and (17) 
where z is the estimation error for the GNSS measurement. w and v include the first-order approximation errors and sensor noises. The observability matrix for the system ( ) 
After elementary column operations on 
This matrix is the observability matrix corresponding to the new error state
C is a full-rank matrix and 
For a vehicle that moves horizontally with a constant-speed and zero roll and pitch angles, , then it can be seen that the proportions of vertical components are relatively large compared with other components in attitude and gyro bias errors in the third and last columns of (31). Algebraic analysis on time-varying system can be done with a piece-wise constant system modelling technique (5) (6) . In this technique, a time-varying system model is partitioned with a sequence of time-invariant models and observability condition for the time-varying system is such that the unobservable subspace is the intersection of all the unobservable subspaces of the time-invariant system models.
B. Simplified algebraic observability analysis
Because of relatively large state-space vector dimension, row and column operations with observability matrix can be difficult even for simple time-varying system models. For easier observability tests, simplified observability conditions that are introduced in (7) are presented in the following. With direct handling of the measurement and its derivatives for observability conditions, the position, velocity, and accelerometer bias state components are eliminated in observability tests.
The time-varying state-space model for the simplified INS error propagation model (9), (12), (13) , (14), (15) , and (17) 
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where w and v are the first-order approximation errors and sensor noises. Let 
This means
This means 
,0 ,0 ,0
Thus we have 
,1 
C. Numerical observability analysis
Observability tests can be numerically performed with observability grammian or error covariance for any types of vehicle motion. Observability grammians of INS error propagation equations are determined with inertial sensor measurements and error covariance can be obtained with a Kalman filter. Consider the following deterministic discrete system for the corresponding continuous system (19): 
t A t t t t t I
Let the observability grammian for the system be defined as
Then the system is observable on the sequence of time steps from 0 to k if and only if ,0 0 k L > (24) . In this case, the initial state can be determined from the sequence of the measurements of time steps from 0 to k such that
For INS observability study, error covariance has usually been investigated to examine the degree of observability in the Kalman filter applications (8) . The error covariance test can also be considered an efficient tool to study the statistical behaviour of estimators (25) . To study the relations between observability and error covariance, consider the following estimation problem for a stochastic system with a noise free plant: Given the measurements { } 
) x is given as (26) (27) .
( ) ( ) Let the error covariance matrix be defined as
Then, we have ( )
Let the null space of ( )
, then 0 P u is in the unobservable subspace. Unestimable subspace tilts from the unobservable subspace toward direction in which the error covariance is relatively small. Thus, even though the dimensions of unobservable subspace and unestimable subspaces are the same, their directions can be different from each other.
The change of standard deviation (STD) of errors can be greatly influenced by the choice of the initial error covariance matrix. A simple example will make the point clear: Let , then the change rate of the STD of the corresponding error component is almost one.
D. Observability measures
The determination of observability requires a rank test on the observability matrix or grammian. However, the rank test determines if a system is observable or not. It does not provide a degree of observability. As a useful tool for observability study, a measure for the degree of observability will be introduced (13) . The observability measures can also be applied to investigate the effect of perturbation in the system model on the observability.
For the observability study, consider the following measure for Thus, the singular value decomposition of a matrix provides insights on the degree of rank-deficiency. Since singular values of a matrix is well conditioned to perturbation, the effect of model perturbation on the rank is such that
the observability grammian of the discrete system version for the continuous system ( )
If we define an observability measure for a system ( )
, then the measure indicates how far the system is from the condition of unobservability. The measure is less sensitive to perturbation due to errors in the system model or numerical computation. In many estimation applications a measure of observability for a subspace can be quite convenient to examine the behavior of a subspace of the state space. For this purpose the following measure can be useful (13) : 
, ,
indicates the size of the smallest perturbation in the observability grammian or observability matrix that makes the subspace spanned by the vector z unobservable. Algebraic observability analysis is based on the rank test of the observability matrix. Even though the algebraic analysis provides general observability results and gives physical insights on the observability properties, rank tests on the observability matrix of an accurate navigation error propagation model can be quite difficult even for simple vehicle motions.
With the simplified navigation error propagation model ( )
A H , many observability properties of GPS/INS for both static and time-varying motions of vehicles are analytically drawn in (7) . Rank tests on the observability matrix and reduced-dimension observability matrix in (51) give general observability properties for certain classes of mathematical system models. Observability analysis with the matrix is relatively simple and can be applied to wider classes of motions of the vehicle (7) . However the rank tests have difficulties to determine the rank of observability matrices for complicated mathematical system models. For complicated motions simplified system model can be often helpful for rank tests. In this case, an analysis of the effect of model simplification on the observability is necessary.
In contrast to the algebraic observability tests, observability grammian or error covariance can be obtained numerically for any vehicle motions and provide information on the observability for the specific vehicle motions. In order to have general observability properties of a certain class of motions, a great number of numerical tests may be necessary for various motions in the class. Error covariance has usually been employed in the observability test in INS. Even though covariance provides statistical meanings on the magnitude of INS errors, error covariance change is sensitive to the initial covariance and the direction of unestimable subspace can be different from that of the unobservable subspace.
A numerical example for observability analysis
In this section a numerical test example is given to verify the algebraic observability analysis result in the previous section with the observability measures. The example also shows the effect of system model perturbation on the observability.
Consider the system ( ) 
where g τ and a τ are correlation times of noises in the gyro and accelerometer, respectively. A comparison is made on the observability measures of the accurate system model ( ) Table 1 . In order to see that the unobservable subspace obtained by the algebraic analysis in the previous section for the simplified system ( ) A H . The differences between a pair of subspaces are expressed with the largest principle angle (28) . If a subspace is contained or the same of another subspace, then the largest principal angle between the subspaces is zero. If arbitrary two subspaces are orthogonal, all the principal angles take one value, 90 degrees. As a pair of subspaces approaches each other, the largest principal angle approaches zero. The largest principal angles for each pair of the subspaces are given in It can be seen that the largest principal angles are less than one degree for both cases. Therefore, the magnitudes of the changes in the unobservable subspaces due to changes in the error model can be considered quite small. is greater than or equal to those with 0T P . This consequence agrees with the analysis results on the relation between observability grammian and error covariance given in the previous section. The table also shows that the relative STD changes in the vertical components of attitude error and gyro bias are significantly small compared with those of other components. Those components can be considered nearly unestimable. Tables 7 and 8 S S are shown in Table 9 . It can be seen that the maximum principal angles in both ( ) Thus, the direction of unobservable subspace can be quite different from that of unestimable subspaces. 
Conclusions
Algebraic approach in INS observability analysis deals with mathematical models of INS error propagation equations. Elementary row and column operations are performed to make the rank of observability matrix obvious. Observability analysis on less complicated time-varying system models can be possible with the simplified observability matrix. Even though algebraic analysis produces general properties on mathematical models, this approach may not be suitable for complicated mathematical models.
Observability tests on any type of error dynamics models are possible with the numerical approach. In order to obtain general observability properties for a specific class of motions, a considerable number of numerical tests may be necessary with various test conditions. Numerical tests on INS observability are usually accompanied with covariance analysis. Error covariance has been considered to be related to the degree of observability in the Kalman filter applications.
Observability analysis with error covariance may require careful examination on the relation between error covariance and observability. The change in error covariance can be greatly influenced by the choice of the initial error covariance. Even though the dimension of unestimable subspace is the same as that of unobservable subspace, the directions of unestimable subspace and unobservable subspace can be quite different from each other.
